This is the third of a series of papers in which the structure and kinematics of disk galaxies is studied. Employing direct tilted-ring fits to the data cube as introduced in Paper I, we perform an analysis of the "Spindle" galaxy NGC 2685, previously regarded as two-ringed polar ring galaxy. Deep H i and optical (i ′ -band) observations are presented. The H i observations strongly suggest that the gaseous structure of NGC 2685 does not consist of two separate mutually inclined regions, but forms a coherent, extremely warped disk, the appearance of two rings being due to projection effects. By comparing the H i total-intensity maps with the optical image we demonstrate that at large radii a faint stellar disk is well aligned with the outer H i disk. The shape of the dust-lanes obscuring the NE part of the inner stellar body indicates that also at smaller radii NGC 2685 possesses a disk containing gas, dust, and stars in which the various constituents are aligned. At smaller radii, this disk is kinematically decoupled from the central stellar body. Hence, in the region of the bright, central stellar body, NGC 2685 appears to consist of two disks that share a common centre, but have different orientation: a bright stellar lenticular body apparently devoid of dust and gas, and a heavily warped low-surface brightness disk containing stars, gas and dust. The lowsurface-brightness disk changes its orientation gradually and at large radii assumes the orientation of the central stellar S0 disk. Since, according to our analysis, the intrinsic orientation of the low-surface-brightness disk changes through 70
Introduction
NGC 2685 obtained the name "Spindle Galaxy" from Sandage (1961) who referred to this object as "perhaps the most unusual galaxy in the Shapely-Ames catalogue". The image consists of a bright central object elongated from NE to SW. The whole of the NE side of the central object is obscured by dust-lanes with associated star-forming regions. Dust-lanes and H II regions are missing on the SW side. In projection the dust-lanes resemble a helical structure, hence NGC 2685 is also often referred to as the "Helix". At larger radii an outer stellar ring is visible on optical images that appears to have the same orientation as the central object. Basic properties of NGC 2685 are listed in Table 1 where distance dependent quantities taken from the literature were corrected for differences in the assumed distances (see Sect. 5 ).
An inner ionised gas component, rotating rapidly on orbits perpendicular to the major axis of the central stellar object, Send offprint requests to: G. Józsa ⋆ e-mail: gjozsa@astro.uni-bonn.de ⋆⋆ e-mail: oosterloo@astron.nl ⋆⋆⋆ e-mail: morganti@astron.nl † e-mail: uklein@astro.uni-bonn.de ‡ e-mail: terben@astro.uni-bonn.de was detected by Ulrich (1975) . She showed that inside radii of 4 ′′ to 10 ′′ this component is rotating differentially with a projected amplitude of about 125 km s −1 . This was confirmed by Schechter & Gunn (1978) , who analysed stellar absorption-and emission spectra employing long-slit observations along the projected major-and minor axes of the central body. For the stellar component they found a velocity gradient along the major axis. They observed that the central galaxy shows non-solid-body rotation with a projected amplitude of 115 km s −1 and concluded that it is a lenticular galaxy (see also Whitmore et al. 1990; Emsellem et al. 2004) . Whitmore et al. (1990) showed that the inner ring structure has an excess luminosity with respect to the central body, indicating the existence of a stellar component in the inner ring and the helical structure.
Hence, NGC 2685 is claimed to be a polar-ring galaxy with a gaseous-and stellar component that rotates at rather small radii on a polar orbit about a central lenticular galaxy.
Today's picture of NGC 2685 as containing two kinematically independent, clearly separated kinematic systems in the neutral gas was drawn by Shane (1977; 1980) and sustained in other studies by Mahon (1992) and Schinnerer & Scoville (2002) . Examining H i synthesis observations of the galaxy, they concluded that the neutral gas resides in two separate rings. One (Paturel et al. 2003 ) Apparent I-band magnitude (mag) . m I 9.90 ± 0.10 LEDA (Paturel et al. 2003 ) Extinction-corrected apparent B-band magnitude (mag) . m c B
11.77 ± 0.15 NED Extinction-corrected apparent I-band magnitude (mag) . m c I
9.54 ± 0.12 this work Absolute B-band magnitude (mag).
M B −19.1 ± 0.7 this work Absolute I-band magnitude (mag).
M I −21.4 ± 0.6 this work B-band luminosity (10 9 L ⊙ ). L B 7.0 ± 3.7 this work I-band luminosity (10 9 L ⊙ ). is supposedly connected with the dust-lane structure seen in the galaxy. The other one at large radii is assumed to be orientated perpendicularly with respect to the first ring. It seems to be aligned with the central stellar body and to rotate at a speed of about 150 km s −1 .
The purpose of this paper is to present new observations conducted with the Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT, Westerbork, The Netherlands) and the 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope (INT, Roque de los Muchachos, Spain). Using our H i observations to perform a simple tilted-ring analysis, we argue that the picture of NGC 2685 containing two seperate H i rings is probably not tenable: we reproduce the H i observations by assuming a coherent, warped disk structure of the H i component, in which the orbits are circular. Comparing our model to the observations, there is no evidence for significant deviations from circular orbits, except possibly at the edges of the projected central body. Based on these findings we suggest a different scenario: in addition to the central stellar body NGC 2685 contains an extremely warped disk of low surface brightness, consisting of gas, dust, and stars. Only in projection the galaxy appears to have two rings and a central "helix". At large radii the gaseous disk shares its orientation with the central lenticular galaxy. Since the single low-surface brightness disk is coherent and changing its orientation gradually, NGC 2685 does not contain two clearly separated systems with nearly orthogonal spin vectors. Hence, NGC 2685 is probably not a classic polar ring galaxy as defined by Whitmore et al. (1990 , a polar ring galaxy contains two rotating sub-systems, a disk and a ring or an additional disk, of comparable sizes with orthogonal angular momentum vectors of similar amplitude; both systems share the centre and the systemic velocity and the ring is nearly planar.): The rotation curve derived from the H i data resembles a rotation curve of a spiral galaxy, staying relatively flat out to the last measured data point. The shape of rotation curve, in conjunction with the extreme warp geometry, indicates that the overall potential is not extremely flattened but close to spherical.
The paper is laid out as follows: In Sect. 2 our observations and the data reduction are described. In Sect. 3 we compare the appearance of NGC 2685 in the optical and in the H i. In Sect. 4 we present basic arguments in favour of NGC 2685 possessing one coherent, warped disk, rather than two separate disks. In Sect. 5 the data analysis via a direct tilted-ring modelling is described, the results of which are discussed in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7 the possible presence and location of non-circular motions is discussed. In Sect. 8 we briefly discuss dynamical implications of our kinematical model. Section 9 discusses the detection of possible companions to NGC 2685. Section 10 summarises our results and a discusses possible formation scenarios for the peculiar structure of NGC 2685. Supplementary figures and tables are placed in the appendix. non-photometric weather conditions. Each night, sky flats and bias frames were obtained. Using a series of exposures with a maximum of 400s single exposure time while using a wide dithering scheme the total on-source observing time amounts to 13350 s. To obtain a coadded image from the data we made use of the GaBoDS Wide Field Imager reduction pipeline (Schirmer et al. 2003; Erben et al. 2005) . After the overscan-and bias correction, the images of each chip were flat-fielded, super-flat-fielded and defringed on a per-night basis. Non-Gaussian noise-features (cosmic rays, hot and cold pixels) were detected and masked, and the single frames visually inspected to apply a manual masking or, in some cases, to reject single frames. The images were photometrically (relatively) calibrated, background-subtracted and co-added, taking into account the sky background variation in the single chips and solving for astrometric distortion and for the relative sensitivity of the chips by making use of the USNO-A2 standard catalog (Monet 1998 Table 2 . The obtained image is shown in Fig. 1 (upper left panel).
H i observations
NGC 2685 was observed with the WSRT in December 2002 (2×12h) and January 2004 (2×12h, see Table 2 ). To ensure a good central uv-coverage all observations were done in maxishort configuration. We used a total bandwidth of 10 MHz, two parallel polarisations, and 1024 channels in total. The data underwent a standard data reduction with the Miriad (Sault et al. 1995) software package (for a detailed description see Józsa 2006) . The continuum data resulting from a second-order continuum subtraction with the Miriad-task uvlin were used to correct the frequency independent gains by means of self-calibration. To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, we performed a second continuum subtraction on the self-calibrated data. We used the clean table of our continuum image to subtract a continuum model from the visibilities (Miriad task uvmodel). Then, we performed a first-order continuum subtraction using 550 line-free channels (Miriad task uvlin). Before inverting the visibilities we applied a Hanning smoothing using the miriad task uvfil. Two data cubes, a high-resolution (uniform weighting using all baselines) and a low-resolution one (Robust weighting of 0.4, using baselines of length < 6.4 kλ) were produced. The data cubes were deconvolved using an iterative CLEAN with appropriate masks. The derived total flux for NGC 2685 is in good agreement with single-dish measurements (Richter et al. 1994) , showing that no substantial fraction of the flux is resolved out in the H i observations. Representative examples of resulting channel maps are shown in Figs. A.1 and A.2. Total intensity maps and firstmoment maps were generated by first masking the cubes with the finally applied clean masks. The resulting high-resolution totalintensity map, the low-resolution total-intensity map, and a lowresolution moment-1 map are shown in Fig. 1 . A second plot of the high-resolution total intensity map and the corresponding velocity field are shown in A.3. Table 2 gives an overview of the observations and related parameters. The quality of our H i observations is significantly better than that of former ones by Shane (1980) and Mahon (1992) . Shane (1980) obtains a sensitivity of 4.5 · 10 19 atoms cm −2 per velocity resolution element with a velocity resolution of 27 kms −1 (FWHM) and a beam of 49 ′′ × 57 ′′ (HPBW). The high sensitivity is reached at the expense of spatial resolution. The observations of Mahon (1992) yielded data cubes (cf. Schinnerer & Scoville 2002 ) with a velocity resolution of 41.4 km s −1 (FWHM) and a sensitivity of 1.2 · 10 19 atoms cm −2 (1.7 · 10 20 atoms cm −2 ) per velocity resolution element, depending on the spatial resolution (HPBW: 35 ′′ ×34 ′′ , and 13 ′′ ×11 ′′ respectively). While the spatial resolution of our observations is comparable to that of the observations of Mahon, the noise level of our data cubes is better by a factor of 4 and the velocity resolution increased by a factor of 5 (10 for the high-resolution data cube, see Table 2 ). 19 atoms cm −2 levels (see Table 2 ). The boxes indicate the region where spectra were taken to support the hypothesis that NGC 2685 contains a warped disk (see Sect. 4). Bottom, right panel: first-moment velocity field (contours V sys ± 0, 40, 80, 120, 140 km s −1 ) derived from the low-resolution data cube, overlaid on low-resolution total-intensity map (grey scale). The approaching side is orientated towards NE. Ellipses in the lower left corner of the H i maps represent the clean beam HPBW. All images are on the same spatial scale.
The relation between stars and ISM in NGC 2685
The upper left panel in Fig. 1 shows the optical image of the Spindle obtained with the INT WFC, while in the top right panel a grey-scale plot of the H i high-resolution total-intensity map is shown, using the same spatial scale. A comparison by eye is sufficient to identify several structures to be present in all maps.
Firstly, apart from showing the central lenticular body, the optical image resembles the integrated H i map in such great detail that there is little doubt that both stars and gas belong to the same structure that exists in addition to the central stellar body. Especially the small deviations from axisymmetry, such as a hook-like structure to the NE side of the galaxy and a more diffuse structure towards the SW side are visible in all images (see also Shane 1977 Shane , 1980 . Secondly, there is no region completely devoid of stars or gas within the projected outer ring. Thanks to the high sensitivity of our observations, this is also evident in the high-resolution Fig. 2 . Parametrisations of toy model data cubes and toy model total-intensity maps. Top panels: "Flip model". The orientation of the disk flips at a certain radius, the minimum requirement in order to speak of a two-ring or two-disk system in NGC 2685. Bottom panels: "Warp model". Here a coherent but heavily warped disk is assumed. Left: surface brightness profile, rotation curve and disk orientation. SD: H i face-on column density/surface mass density. VROT: rotation velocity. INCL: inclination. PA: position angle. R: radius. Middle: three-dimensional visualisations of the disks. Right: Toy model total-intensity maps. The lines trace the track along which the spectra in the position-velocity diagrams (PV-diagrams) shown in Fig. 3 are traced.
H i map (Fig. 1, top right panel) , where beam-smearing effects can be excluded to cause the appearance of a filled inner region. This means that the galaxy possesses an extended disk or, being a rather implausible option, a stellar and gaseous halo that does not belong to its inner bright lenticular stellar body.
Thirdly, looking at the high-resolution H i map (Fig. 1 , top right panel), it seems that the helical structure is also present in the H i component. Apparently, the H i follows the dust-lane structure like H i follows spiral arms in spiral galaxies. As the H i component is optically thin, the spiral-arm structures can be seen on both sides of the galaxy. Using integral-field emission line spectra from the SAURON survey (Emsellem et al. 2004) and the H i data presented here, Morganti et al. (2006) show that the neutral gas has an ionised counterpart towards the centre (see also Ulrich 1975 ) of the galaxy and that in the overlap region the ionised gas shares the kinematical structure of the H i.
It can be concluded that the H i component in the galaxy belongs to one or two structures, distinct from the central stellar body, which contain molecular, neutral, and ionised gas, dust, and stars. The distribution of all components follows the H i distribution. At the largest radii beyond the outer projected ring, the H i maps show a disk-like extension that cannot be seen in the optical image, possibly due to insufficient sensitivity in the optical observations. The outer disk is not detected in the observations of Shane (1980) but is evident in the work of Mahon (1992) and Schinnerer & Scoville (2002) .
The warped structure of the gas disk of NGC 2685
It has been argued that the H i component of NGC 2685 consists of two rings (Shane 1977 (Shane , 1980 Mahon 1992; Schinnerer & Scoville 2002) . For a number of reasons, we believe that this is probably not the case.
The spectral and integrated appearance of the H I component
Our main point is that the total H i appearance and the kinematics as observed in the H i component of NGC 2685 are not well matched with two disjunct rings or disks.
To demonstrate this, we constructed two tilted-ring models using our software TiRiFiC (Józsa et al. 2007 , hereafter Paper I). These represent a galaxy as a set of thin, mutually inclined rings projected on a data cube. The model parametrisations and 3-d realisations of the toy models are shown in Fig. 2 . For the first toy model ("flip model") it is assumed that the H i disk of NGC 2685 flips at a certain radius. The other model ("warp model"), has a smooth transition from one disk orientation to the other. Figure 2 displays the total-intensity maps of the two models. Both models were kept as simple as possible, while by changing the model parameters by hand a rough match with the observations was achieved. Both models require an H i deficiency towards the centre to reproduce the central H i "hole". Comparing to the original total-intensity map (Fig. 1) , the shape of the outer ring and the intensity distribution along the ring is clearly better represented by the warp model. While in the flip model an elliptical ring is produced, the shape of the outer ring is properly reproduced and deviates from a perfect ellipse in the warp model. This is due to projection effects only. The intensity maxima on the minor axis of the ring are highly concentrated at the position where the two disks adjoin in the flip model, while in the warp model they are smoothed out along the outer ring as is the case in the observed total-intensity map. The diffuse appearance of the projected surface brightness at the major axis positions is also seen in the warp model, while it is not in the flip model.
The strongest argument against a sudden flip in the H i disk of NGC 2685 concerns the kinematics. Figure 3 shows positionvelocity diagrams (PV-diagrams) along the lines shown in Fig. 2 calculated from the original low-resolution data cube and the two toy model data cubes. Every discontinuity in the disk orientation causes a gap between the spectral features that belong to the single constituents, as is the case for the flip model. There is no connecting feature to be seen between the intensity maxima belonging to the "outer ring" (intensity peaks closer to the systemic velocity) and the intensity maxima belonging to the "inner ring". The PV-diagrams taken from the original data cube and from the warp model show this connection. The superior quality of our observations, in this case the high spectral resolution, enables us to ensure that the connection of the intensity peaks in the PV-diagram of the original data is a real feature and not due to resolution effects.
Under the assumption of the presence of two kinematically disjunct rings, strong streaming motions have to be invoked to give rise to the connecting feature (Fig. 3) . We analysed 18 spectra at equidistant positions on either side of the centre of the galaxy. They were chosen to show the connecting feature in the PV-diagram of Fig. 3 . The spectra were taken from our low-resolution data cube, at the positions of 2 × 9 adjacent pixels indicated by boxes in Fig. 1 . The co-ordinates of the corresponding positions are listed in Table B .1 in the appendix. Fig. 4 shows two example spectra, extracted at the centre of the boxes. Like the example spectra, all spectra show the same features, two intensity peaks are visible, connected at a lower intensity level. Under the assumption that two separate rings are observed in NGC 2685, the positions of the peak closer to the systemic ve- . 99 (J2000).
locity mark the line-of-sight velocity of the outer ring and the other peak positions the line-of-sight velocity of the inner ring. If all emission would stem from gas on regular orbits, one expects the shape of both emission features to resemble a Gaussian. The rotation velocity of NGC 2685 at a distance of 10 ′′ from the centre is already comparable to the overall rotational amplitude of the galaxy (Ulrich 1975; Shane 1980) . Inside that radius NGC 2685 is devoid of H i. Thus, the assumption is well justified. In the two-ringed picture, gas at intermediate velocities belongs to one of the rings, but does not follow the regular orbits of the inner or the outer ring. To separate the anomalous gas component from the regular gas component we fitted two Gaussians to the peaks, and subtracted them from the spectra (Fig. 4) . From the peak positions of the fitted Gaussians and the velocities at 20 percent of the peak intensity level of the residuum we calculated the projected bulk-and maximal excess velocities of the anomalous component with respect to the assumed regular components (see Fig. 4 ). We also calculated the total flux contained in the residuum and in the fitted components (see Table B .1 in the appendix). On average, if the excess component would belong to the outer ring, our analysis would indicate a bulk excess velocity of the anomalous component of ∆V o,bulk = 56 ±6 km s −1 , reaching on average ∆V o,max = 88 ±12 km s −1 . If it would belong to the inner ring, the average bulk excess velocity would amount to ∆V i,bulk = 48 ± 6 km s −1 , reaching on average ∆V i,max = 80 ± 13 km s −1 . The mass of the anomalous component compared to the mass contained in the outer ring averages to F H i,e /F H i,o = 0.6±0.4. Compared to the mass contained in the inner ring it is on average F H i,e /F H i,i = 1.1 ± 0.6. The projected velocities of the assumed excess component reach more than two thirds of the assumed projected rotation velocity of either ring and are on average at a level of nearly half the assumed rotation velocity (for the inner ring we assumed 130 km s −1 as the projected rotation velocity, for the inner ring we directly determined ∆V i,sys from the spectra, see Fig. 4 ). We thus conclude that the hypothesis that the H i in NGC 2685 has the structure of two disconnected rings or disks would require the presence of massive streaming motions to explain the spectral appearance of the H i. This would, however, contradict the lack of enhanced star formation in the galaxy (Schinnerer & Scoville 2002) . Hence, an analysis of our spectral data cube renders this hypothesis improbable. We also remark that it would state a strong coincidence to detect gas with such strong deviations from the regular component at the junction of the projected rings. This would not contradict the two-ring hypothesis but weakens it even further. The assumption of a strongly warped H i disk qualitatively fits the observations. We thus conclude that the (spectral) appearance of NGC 2685 is best compatible with the assumption that it is caused by geometrical effects. In the following section (Sect. 5) we show that we can reproduce the data cube in great detail under that assumption.
For the ionised gas disk of NGC 2685, the warped structure of the helix has already been documented by Nicholson et al. (1987) .
Further support for the warp hypothesis comes from optical measurements, mainly showing that the H i structure is also found to be present in stars and dust (see also Sect. 3).
The dust lanes
The appearance of the dust-lanes obscuring the whole NE part of the central body is inconsistent with a single central ring. The simplest way to explain the shape of the dust-lanes would be to assume a strong warp in the associated component. This was already realised by other authors (e.g. Simonson & Tohline 1983; Nicholson et al. 1987; Taniguchi et al. 1990 ) and agrees well with our suggestion that the inner low-surface brightness component of NGC 2685 is a heavily warped disk.
The outer disk and the filled inner ring Beyond the outer apparent H i-ring NGC 2685 possesses a diffuse, extended structure, most likely a disk (since it shows a rotational signature in the velocity field, Fig. 1 ). The outer disk has already been detected by Mahon (1992) . As mentioned above, another feature directly evident in the H I maps is that inside the outer apparent H i-ring no empty regions are found (Sect. 3). This is especially true for the optical image and the high-resolution H I total-intensity map (Fig. 1 , upper right panel), which have a sufficient resolution and sensitivity to detect such holes. If the central H i structure was a polar ring, we have to assume in our flip model a filled inner region of low-surface brightness, orientated like the outer ring, leading to a quite implausible surface-brightness profile in the flipmodel (Fig. 2, top left) . While it has been suggested that the outer projected ring could be a resonance feature reacting to the central stellar body, which would then be a bar-like structure (Schinnerer & Scoville 2002) , the stellar velocity field published by Emsellem et al. (2004) leaves not much doubt that the central stellar body is a differentially rotating disk as has already been found by Schechter & Gunn (1978) . Under the assumption of a polar ring, the same very peculiar surface brightness profile in the gas and in the stars would be required to fill in projection the area inside the projected outer ring. Assuming a warp, this is not the case, the required schematic surface brightness profile (as shown in Fig. 2 , bottom left panel) resembles that of a normal disk galaxy.
The arguments given above make it plausible to draw the following picture: NGC 2685 contains a stellar-and gaseous disk that shares typical characteristics with the disks of spiral galaxies. However, the disk is extremely warped and NGC 2685 owes its two-ringed appearance to projection effects. Apparently, the helical structure consists of dust-features made up by spiral arms that are wrapped around the central body in a warped structure.
Cases of extreme warps are not unknown. Schwarz (1985) quantified the structure of the warp in the large spiral galaxy NGC 3718. It shows an extreme warp in its stellar and gaseous disk that changes its orientation by nearly 90
• . In this galaxy, that has a different orientation and does not appear ring-like in projection, the warp is already evident through the appearance of dust-lanes in optical photographs. In a similar approach as presented above, Arnaboldi & Galletta (1993) showed that the galaxy NGC 660 probably has a very simple disk structure with a warp of a large amplitude. Several cases of extremely warped H i disks in gas-rich early type galaxies are known (Morganti et al. 1997; Oosterloo et al. 2002; Serra et al. 2006; Oosterloo et al. 2007; Sparke et al. 2008) , suggesting that warps of large amplitude could be a common feature among this type of galaxy. Also, the kinematical decoupling of the inner stellar-and gaseous components is not an uncommon feature for early-type galaxies (Sarzi et al. 2006 ).
Tilted-ring modelling
After having argued that there are reasons to believe that the H i (-and optical) disk of NGC 2685 is heavily warped, we present our attempts to fit a full tilted-ring model to the data cube. Due to the assumed warp, the projections of the orbits are very crowded at some positions. It is impossible to disentangle this orbit crowding employing any tilted-ring analysis of a velocity field (see discussion in Paper I). Instead, we perform a direct, automated fit to the data cube with our software TiRiFiC. Since the software is described in great detail in Papers I and II (Józsa et al. 2007; Józsa 2007) , we refer to these papers and to Józsa (2006) for details of the analysis procedure. The lowresolution data cube was analysed first using a spacing of ring radii of 20
′′ . The centre of the galaxy, the systemic velocity, the ′′ on the celestial plane, grey lines mark the kinematical major and minor axes. In light grey (red in the online version) the kinematical major axis in the receding part of the galaxy is plotted, in dark grey (blue in online version) the kinematical major axis of the approaching part. velocity dispersion, and the scale height were kept as free parameters, but were not allowed to vary independently from ring to ring. For each ring, the surface-brightness, the orientational parameters, and the rotation velocity were varied independently. To estimate errors, independent fits to the receding and approaching side were performed. The errors were calculated as the maximum deviation of the parameters from the fits to the approaching and the receding side from the earlier fit to the entire galaxy. The errors of the central position, scale height, the systemic velocity and the global dispersion of the galaxy can be very roughly estimated to be less than 6 ′′ and 2 km s −1 respectively, roughly corresponding to half the (minor-axis) FWHM of the resolution for the high-resolution data cube (concerning the accuracy of the applied method see Paper I). In a few cases, where the errors calculated were obviously too large or too small, the data were visually inspected and errors were estimated by varying the parameter in question and comparing resulting model data cubes with the original data cube. This was only necessary for some data points at the largest and the smallest radii. To refine the spatial resolution in the inner regions of the galaxy, the high-resolution data cube was used. Up to a radius of 108 ′′ , where all parameters vary rapidly with radius, the spacing of the ring radii was refined to 12
′′ . The finally resulting fit is shown in Fig. 6 . Figure 5 illustrates the geometry of the fitted disk by means of an "inclinogram", projecting the rings onto the celestial plane. Analysing the high-resolution data cube, it was found that the H i surface brightness inside a radius of 10 ′′ − 15 ′′ was negligibly small. Therefore, the orientational parameters are not constrained at the origin. We consider our model and the formal errors reliable beyond the third data point (at a radius of 36 ′′ ). appendix shows contour-plots overlaying the low-resolution data cube with the corresponding synthetic data cube. Figure 7 shows overlays of corresponding moment maps of the original data and the synthetic ones and PV-diagrams along the kinematical major and minor axes as traced in Fig. 5 . All comparisons show a very good agreement of measurement and model out to largest radii until the H I distribution in the galaxy becomes asymmetric. The tilted-ring model is able to reproduce both the kinematics and the surface-brightness profile of the H I component in NGC 2685 in great detail, despite the peculiar structure of NGC 2685. Table 3 lists the finally adopted global parameters of the model. Internal velocity dispersion (the velocity dispersion of the H i disk itself after subtracting instrumental effects) and scale height are in good agreement for both fits. To estimate some of the global physical parameters shown in Tab. 1, the Tully-Fisher relation was applied to derive the dis- Tab. 2). Bottom panels: PV-diagrams comparing the final best-fit models (light grey contours, pink in online version) with the original lowresolution data (dark grey contours, blue in online version, and grey scale image). The vertical line marks the systemic velocity. The ellipses in the lower right corners denote the clean beam major axis (HPBW) and the velocity resolution (FWHM). Bottom left: PV-diagram along the kinematical major axis (see Fig. 5 ), the boxes connected with the lines denote the rotation curve corrected for the inclination. Bottom right: PV-diagram along the kinematical minor axis (see Fig. 5 ). Contour levels are 0.5, 4, 10 mJy/beam. tance of NGC 2685 following Sakai et al. (2000, Sak00) , treating the galaxy like a spiral galaxy. We used equation 11 in Sak00 to estimate the total extinction-corrected I-band magnitude of the galaxy. To correct for inclination, the H i 50% line width was derived by changing all modelled inclinations to 90
• and determining a line width of 320 ± 23 km s −1 by artificially observing NGC 2685 as if observing an edge-on disk. The apparent I-band magnitude of 9. m 9 ± 0. m 1 (see Table 1 ) was taken from Prugniel & Heraudeau (1998) as listed in Paturel et al. (2003) . A (marginal) k-correction was applied and the magnitude was corrected for Galactic (0. m 121, NED, following Schlegel et al. 1998 ) and internal extinction. For the latter, we use a 20%-linewidth of 306 ± 17 km s −1 (not corrected for inclination), derived from our model data cube, which compares well to 298 km s −1 published by van Driel et al. (Table 2 , from Richter et al. 1994 , Table 1) , and the logarithmic axis ratio log(a/b) = 0.27 ± 0.06 (LEDA, Paturel et al. 2003) to apply formula 2 (Tully et al. 1998) in Sak00. This yields a Tully-Fisher distance of 15.2±3.8 Mpc. The large error mainly arises from the conservative errors in the 50%-line width and the axis ratio log(a/b) that is used to estimate • . Left panel: The reference plane is the ring at a radius of 36 ′′ , the arrow indicating the direction of rotation. As NGC 2685 does not contain an inner flat disk, this ring was chosen to be representative to check for the third rule of Briggs (1990) . Middle panel: linear representation of the tip-LON plot shown in the left panel. Right panel: the reference plane is chosen such that two straight LONs are roughly visible, resembling the fourth rule of Briggs (1990) . At larger radii the dots are clustered around the same position, indicating an outer planar disk. dust extinction. We find this result to be well in agreement with a distance estimate using a Hubble constant of 72 km s
yielding distances of 13.9 Mpc (corrected the solar motion relative to the CMB) and 13.4 Mpc (corrected for the solar motion relative to the Local Group) with the inherent uncertainty of the peculiar motion of the galaxy. Therefore, we consider the usage of the Tully-Fisher relation a valid method to estimate the distance to NGC 2685.
The structure of the warp
The tilted-ring model shown in Fig. 6 is visualised in various forms in Figs. 5, 8, and Fig. 9 . Our findings again support our picture drawn in Sect. 4; a sudden change in orientation, as would be expected in case of the presence a distinct polar structure, should be reflected in our parametrisation resulting from a free fit. In contrast, we find that the best-fit model is similar to the warp toy model shown in Sect. 4. As is the case for the spiral galaxy NGC 3718 (Schwarz 1985) , the gaseous disk of NGC 2685 changes its orientation continuously from the innermost radii onward, and then becomes remarkably flat towards large radii. For the innermost 12 ′′ − 36 ′′ , however, no reliable information can be derived from the data, as obviously the gas becomes ionised towards the centre of the galaxy.
Towards the centre the H i disk changes its orientation continuously. Therefore, it has a different quality compared to warps in common disks of spiral galaxies, which show an inner flat part, the bending occurring at larger radii (Briggs 1990) . It is, however, remarkable that nevertheless some typical warp features seem to be reproduced (for a brief review on the properties of H i warps see Paper II). Figure 8 shows tip-LON plots (Briggs 1990 ), a projection of the spin normal vectors of the disk onto a reference plane. In the left-hand panel this plane is chosen to be the orbital plane at a radius of 36 ′′ , the first radius at which we consider the parametrisation being reliable. Our analysis indicates that -in this reference frame -quite some portion of the inner disk shares a common line-of-nodes: with increasing radius, in the chosen projection, the LON-angle is constant within the errors (see Fig. 8 , middle panel). For spiral galaxies the same feature is observed when choosing the flat inner disk as a reference plane and is indicative of co-precession in the inner warped disk (Briggs 1990 ). We emphasise that this feature depends on the choice of the reference plane: the same feature would not be observed choosing the orbital plane of the outer flat disk as reference. A rapid change of the direction of the LON occurs at a radius of 100 ′′ . At larger radii (> 120 ′′ ), the data points fall into the same region, such that in the outer region they share the same LON angle again. Consistent with observations of normal warps, the LON advances in the direction of galactic rotation (Briggs 1990, Paper II) , indicating an outwards decreasing torque (Shen & Sellwood 2006) . The right panel in Fig. 8 illustrates that also for NGC 2685 a reference plane can be found that divides the H i disk into two parts, connected by a small transition region, with a comparably constant LON angle (Briggs 1990 , Paper II). The implication made for warped disk galaxies is that the disk is divided in two connected regions, each of which is in a state of co-precession (Revaz & Pfenniger 2001) . The top panel of Fig. 9 shows the mutual inclination of the spin vectors of the disk. Beyond a radius of 100 ′′ , the values in this diagram are consistent with being zero, meaning that NGC 2685 possesses a flat outer disk, as illustrated in an opaque 3d-model based on our best-fit parametrisation shown in the bottom panel Fig. 9 . This is also evident from the clustering of the data points at larger radii in the tip-LON plots of Fig. 8 and the fact that the orientational parameters of the tilted-ring parametrisation (Fig. 6) do not change within the error bars. The occurrence of the flat outer disk is a feature that has been previously found to be present in some warped disk galaxies (Paper II and references therein). Since the warped structure of the gas disk indicates that the galaxy is not a typical polar-ring galaxy as defined by Whitmore et al. (1990) , the question arises to which degree a polar orbit is reached at all in this system, either with respect to the outer disk or with respect to the central stellar body. Figure 8 shows that at least for radii ≥ 36 ′′ , a polar orientation of outer and inner H i disk is not compatible with our model. The outer disk, assumed to be flat, is inclined by ≈ 75
• with respect to the disk at a radius of 36 ′′ . This is remarkably consistent with the same value found by Sarzi et al. (2006) for the mutual inclination of the central stellar body and ionised gas disk of NGC 2685 (see also Nicholson et al. 1987 ). Our analysis disfavours the hypothesis of a true polar structure at radii ≥ 36 ′′ , at smaller radii our model becoming unreliable. However, the results of Sarzi et al. (2006) can be interpreted as evidence against a polar orientation in the central, ionised part of the gaseous disk.
Non-circular motions
The previous sections showed that the kinematics of NGC 2685, as they appear in projection, can be well represented by the tilted-ring model. However, beacause of the peculiar structure of NGC 2685, the kinematics of the gas disk of the galaxy is expected to show deviations from the assumed symmetry. The orbits of any tracer material are expected to deviate from circularity. Given the lack of appropriate analysis software to deal with non-circular motions in extremely warped cases like NGC 2685, we have to restrict ourselves to a brief discussion at a phenomenological level. Figure 10 shows the residual obtained when subtracting the first-moment velocity maps derived from the low-resolution original-and the model data cube for NGC 2685. In such a map, systematic patterns indicate a mismatch of the model and measurement. Such a mismatch can be due to i) a wrong fit, ii) an incompatibility of morphology and/or kinematics of the observed structure with the assumed tilted-ring symmetry, or iii) an erroneous calculation of the weighted mean recession velocity in the noisy observed data cube. We cannot provide any independent tests for the accuracy of our fit method. Hence we cannot exclude that residuals in velocity arise from a wrong fit (if they are of first-order harmonic nature). However, extensive tests (see Paper I) suggest that for the given geometry of the H i disk, such errors are unlikely (for radii > 1.5 − 2 synthetic beams) to show up in the residual velocity field. The single obvious feature in Fig. 10 the residual map is located at the tip of the inner stellar body, roughly within a radial range between 48 ′′ and 60 ′′ , and is of antisymmetric nature. An interpretation can, however, only be of a speculative nature: we use a primitive approach as NGC 2685 is probably a dynamically complex case. Using epicyclic theory, Franx et al. (1994) connect an antisymmetric deviation from circular symmetry in the radial velocities to a symmetric distortion in the potential, hence a bar or an elliptic potential. However, the basic assumption made therein is that the disk is flat, which is obviously not the case for NGC 2685. Another, straightforward, suggestion would be that we witness (vertical) precession, which would cause a first-order harmonic distortion in radial velocity along a ring. With the (symmetrically) warped nature of the disk, precession does not seem unlikely. We emphasise, however, that the observed deviation of observed and synthetic velocity field can also be caused by a purely morphological asymmetry in the tracer material. Given the line-widths at the radii concerned (see Fig. 7 ), over which the velocities are calculated as an intensityweighted mean, this is also a possible option. Since the feature seen is very localised, we prefer this interpretation.
Except for the very localised axisymmetric feature in the vicinity of the central stellar constituent, the residuals are low compared to the rotation velocity. Also the direct comparison of our model with the data (Figs. 7, A.1) shows that we reproduce the data in great detail, without obvious systematic deviations. In the presence of large deviations from the circularity of orbits, those would usually be expected to show up (Franx et al. 1994; Schoenmakers et al. 1997) . Hence, in the scope of our model, we find no obvious evidence for a global deviation from the tilted-ring symmetry and, with that, for a significant global noncircularity of orbits.
Especially the suggestion that the outer projected ring could be a real accumulation of gas and stars at an outer Lindblad resonance of a bar (Schinnerer & Scoville 2002) does not fit our results. While a change of position angle and inclination in a tiltedring model can be indicative for a bar (Schinnerer & Scoville 2002) , streaming motions would leave a distinct large-scale imprint on the residual velocity field shown in Fig. 10 , which is not seen (see also Erwin & Sparke 2003) .
Our fitting results would certainly be improved including an appropriate treatment of noncircular motions, like allowing for azimuthal variations of velocities along the sight (Franx et al. 1994; Schoenmakers et al. 1997 ). On the other hand, our simplified treatment indicates that there is probably not much room for a large amplitude of harmonic terms indicative for non-circular motions, provided there is no significantly different parametrisation that reproduces the data equally well. In Sect. 4, we discuss that at least a two-ringed solution seems improbable, but we are not able, technically and principally, to search the complete parameter space to exclude the existence of such a solution.
Dynamical considerations
While polar-ring galaxies are not frequent (Whitmore et al. 1990 calculate a detection rate of roughly 0.5% among all nearby, lenticular galaxies, and estimate a fraction of 4.5% of all nearby, lenticulars to have a polar ring), they are subject to quite some interest. Their kinematics contains information about the threedimensional shape of the overall potential, since the orbits of the observed tracers (stars and gas) do not share a common plane of motion. The same accounts in principle for a galaxy with an extreme warp in a low-surface-brightness disk in co-existence with a rotating, central stellar body. The main purpose of the paper is to present our observations and the consequent kinematical description of NGC 2685, while a detailed dynamical treatment under consideration of further data will follow in a different paper.
Here, we briefly discuss some implications of our tilted-ring model concerning the dynamics of the object.
The age of the low-surface brightness disk
Our analysis indicates the presence of a relaxed H i disk at large radii, rotating regularly with a rotational period of 1.3 Gyr (see Table 1 ). The coherence in the H i disk of NGC 2685 suggests that its major portion has been acquired in a single event in the evolution of NGC 2685. Due to the fact that a settling onto regular orbits requires a few orbital periods, this implies an age of several Gyr of the warped H i disk of NGC 2685. In line with this is the observation that the orientation of the outer H i (-and stellar) disk of NGC 2685 has the same orientation as the inner lenticular stellar body, suggesting a connection of the outer gaseous and stellar disk . Following that notion, Morganti et al. (2006) proposed that the warp of the inner low-luminosity disk formed in a later event.
Optical observations, however, suggest that the warp is a long-lived configuration. Peletier & Christodoulou (1993) estimated the age of the stellar population in the helical structure to lie between 2 and 5 Gyr, depending on metallicity. Following Eskridge & Pogge (1997) , who found a solar abundance, the age of the stars in the helical structure is about 2 Gyr. The most recent estimates by Karataeva et al. (2004) point to a low metallicity typical for a dIrr or an LSB galaxy, which corresponds to a larger age of the helix, possibly reaching the age of the outer disk inferred from the rotation period. A further argument for the longevity of the warped structure comes from the analysis of our model parameters, that suggest a co-precession within the helical structure, as indicated by the straight LON angle in the region of the inner warp (Sect. 6 , Fig. 8) ; the signature of a transient warp would be a gradient in the LON angle due to a rapid wind-up through differential precession.
The kinematical model and the shape of the potential
The low-surface-brightness component in NGC 2685 tends towards a polar orientation at small radii, while at large radii the disk is aligned with the central stellar body. The age estimates for the helical structure point towards the fact that this feature is long-lived (see previous section). Without being conclusive, we discuss possibilities to explain the warped low-surfacebrightness component as a long-lived feature.
It had already been pointed out by Simonson & Tohline (1983) that NGC 2685 could contain an extremely warped component stabilised under the influence of a prolate, tumbling potential. This was motivated by Tohline & Durisen (1982) and van Albada et al. (1982) , who found that under the influence of such a potential the gas would settle into a stable extremely warped plane. The tumbling of the potential would be necessary to prevent the definition of two separate planes in which orbits stable against differential precession are possible (see e.g. Whitmore et al. 1990; Reshetnikov et al. 1994) , ultimately leading to a break-up of the warp. Since the central stellar object at that time was not clearly identified as a "pancake", the alternative, an elliptical galaxy tumbling with a rotation axis orientated towards the pole of the outer disk could explain the shape of the warp (see also Varnas 1990; Peletier & Christodoulou 1993; Bekki & Freeman 2002) . While the nature of the central object as a lenticular galaxy has been clarified, the possibility remains that nevertheless the overall potential is triaxial and tumbling, which would lead to the observed structure. Consequently, the central lenticular galaxy would be subject to the same deviation from axisymmetry in the potential. Therefore, its kinematics should show accordingly oval distortions. We remark that such deviation is not reported in the literature despite the existence of high-resolution stellar absorption line kinematics (Emsellem et al. 2004 ). The absorption-line velocity-field published by Emsellem et al. (2004) does not show obvious signatures of deviations from axial symmetry indicative for an oval distortion of the potential out to a radius of ≈ 40 ′′ or about one third of the region where we model the H i disk to be severely warped. Since therefore the potential is traced in the optical on a smaller scale than the extent of the warped region, the lack of such obvious signatures is indicative, but it does not exclude the possibility of a tumbling, triaxial potential at larger radii.
A second possibility is that the inner warped structure is stabilised via self-gravity under the influence of an oblate potential, aligned with the central stellar body. In a simplified analysis (consisting of two heavy rings, or "wires" under the influence of an oblate, scale free logarithmic potential), Sparke (1986) showed that neutrally stable configurations exist, where the inner portion of a self-gravitating disk lies close to polar, while the outer disk spin axis aligns with the symmetry axis of the potential (comparable to Type II warps as defined by Sparke & Casertano 1988) . However, the assumption of the presence of such a modified-tilt mode (Sparke & Casertano 1988) , in which the disk would be in a state of co-precession throughout is in conflict with our observations (Sect. 6, Fig. 8) .
The time-development of heavy disks under the influence of aspherical potentials was investigated by Sparke (1986) (oblate) and Arnaboldi & Sparke (1994) (prolate, figure-rotating potentials). Within the parameter range investigated, they observed that in case of a large change in disk orientation (not only a slight warp), a break-up of the disk into multiple regions occurs, which themselves show co-precession. A global mode of co-precession is not reached. While this is reminiscent of the rapid change in the LON angle at a radius r ≈ 100 ′′ (Fig. 8) , it is questionable if the coherency of the disk orientation in NGC 2685 is reproducible in a model setup of a heavy disk in a distinctly aspherical potential. We emphasise, however, that in the studies discussed here (Sparke 1986; Sparke & Casertano 1988; Arnaboldi & Sparke 1994) , the parameter space was not searched to fit an extremely warped disk, since the goal was to resemble true polar ring galaxies with slight warps in their disks or stable modes.
If we assume that the low-surface brightness disk of NGC 2685 has a negligible mass compared to the common potential of the bright S0 stellar body and the dark-matter halo, we can estimate the flattening q of the potential under the assumption of free precession in a scale free logarithmic potential aligned with the main stellar body and hence roughly with the outer H i disk , giving an upper limit. In the approximation of a nearly spherical, logarithmic, scale free potential, the disk precesses about the pole at a precession rate given by (Sparke 1986; Cox et al. 2006 )
where θ i is the inclination of the spin vector of the disk at radius r i with respect to the symmetry axis of the potential, V i is the rotation velocity at r i , and η = 1 − b/a is the ellipticity of the potential with axis ratio b/a, a being the long axis. If we assume the potential to be aligned with the outer disk, we can calculate from our tilted-ring model the inclination of the disk spin vectors with respect to the symmetry axis of the potential. With φ i being the angle enclosed by an arbitrary zero-point and the projection of the spin normal vector at radius r i onto the symmetry plane of the potential (the LON angle in a Briggs-plot with the outer disk as reference plane; in this reference plane, the LON is not straight), we can calculate the ellipticity employing above estimates t warp = 3.5 ± 1.5, Gyr for the age of the warp feature:
We define the symmetry plane as the orbital plane given by the mean of the orientational parameters between radii of 160 ′′ and 360 ′′ . Building a weighted mean of the potential ellipticities calculated for every pair of radii between 36 ′′ and 96 ′′ yields η = 0.011±0.009: under the assumption of free precession under the influence of a flattened potential aligned with the central S0 stellar body, the potential of NGC 2685 in the reach of the warp is close to spherical. Given the high orbital frequencies within the radial range considered, the coherency of the disk, and the high assumed life time of the warp, this result is expected.
The assumption of the presence of at most slight deviations from sphericity of the overall potential is supported by the absence of obvious global features in the residual velocity map (Sect. 7). Furthermore, we find that the measured rotation curve does not show any peculiarities compared to a rotation curve measured for a non-warped early-type galaxy. In the case of a halo flattening towards the polar orientation as suggested for polar ring galaxies by Iodice et al. (2003) , one would expect a distinct drop in the measured rotation velocity within the warped region. The slight decrease in rotation velocity towards larger radii and the shallow maximum in a radial range of 60 ′′ to 100 ′′ is a common feature observed for (non-warped) early type galaxies (e.g. Noordermeer et al. 2007) . The shape of the rotation curve is therefore not indicative of a flattening of the potential.
In the same notion, comparing our distance estimate from the Tully-Fisher relation to the Hubble Distance, we do not find a significant offset from the Tully-Fisher relation as reported by Iodice et al. (2003 , NGC 2685 being a galaxy in their sample): NGC 2685 does not appear significantly dimmer than suggested by the H i line width (see Sect. 5). In a statistical treatment of several polar ring galaxies, Iodice et al. (2003) interprete such an offset from the Tully-Fisher relation as indication for a deformation of the potential. Thus, we conclude that also the peak amplitude of the rotation curve of NGC 2685 (determining the H i line width) is not indicative of a flattening of the potential.
The environment of the Spindle
In H i, NGC 2685 and four additional, small objects were detected (Fig. 11) . This means that NGC 2685 is probably the dominating member of a small loose group of galaxies; hence, the question arises whether the peculiar structure of NGC 2685 might be connected to a past interaction with (one of) its companions. Two H i detections can be associated with the known dwarf galaxies UGC 4683 and PGC 25002, while two objects were detected that are barely, if at all, visible in the DSS. Their projected separation is very small (≈ 65 ′′= 4.8 kpc) and a faint H i bridge between the two gas clouds is present. However, their kinematical axes are misaligned, indicating that these are two individual, possibly interacting dwarf galaxies with an extremely low surface brightness. Figure 11 shows an overlay of the total H i map on a DSS image containing all objects detected in H i. Table 4 lists the properties of the H i detections and associated galaxies. The H i masses are derived under the assumption that each object is at the same distance as NGC 2685 (15.2 kpc, see Table 1 ). The diameters needed to calculate their dynamical masses are estimated from the moment maps. The integrated H i spectra of the galaxies are used to calculate the 20% peak line width and the systemic velocities of the objects. Then, the (lower limit to the) dynamical mass is derived from these line widths and the diameters of the targets. In case of the two unknown objects, only rough estimates can be made. They are approximately of the same size and have probably the same rotation amplitude. The H i flux, systemic velocity and linewidth Table 4 . Basic properties of the detected dwarf galaxies in the vicinity of NGC 2685. For all objects the same distance of NGC 2685 (Table 1) was assumed. The data show that these galaxies probably cannot account for the ring in NGC 2685 and are dynamically unimportant. are calculated from the spectrum of both objects, while the dynamical mass was derived taking into account the extent of only one of the objects. Table 4 shows that none of the possible companion galaxies is large enough to be important for the dynamics of NGC 2685. The most massive companion is PGC 25002 with about one tenth of the (dynamical) mass of NGC 2685; its projected distance to NGC 2685 is 75 kpc. The mass-ratio of PGC 25002 and NGC 2685 is roughly the same as that of the Milky Way and the Large Magellanic Cloud, which is currently at its pericentric passage and depositing quite some gas on a polar orbit about the Milky Way albeit at a large distance from the Galactic centre. The position of PGC 25002 lies roughly in the direction of the projected minor axis of the central stellar body of NGC 2685, such that it might be speculated that this object deposited some amount of gas into a polar orbit about NGC 2685. However, the rather high ratio of gas mass to B-band luminosity of 1.8 ± 0.2 M H i /L B for PGC 25002 (estimated from Table 4) indicates that this galaxy has not lost any major fraction of its gas.
Consequently a comparison of the total gas masses of NGC 2685 and PGC 25002 (10:1) makes it questionable as a donor for the complete amount of neutral gas in NGC 2685. This conclusion remains if we consider only the gas mass contained in the inner warped structure, assuming that only the gas in the warped structure has been acquired in an accretion event: from our model we estimate a gas mass of 5.2 · 10 8 M ⊙ inside radii ≤ 96 ′′ , which is a third of the total H i mass of NGC 2685.
UGC 4683 has a ratio of gas mass to B-band luminosity of 0.28 ± 0.03 M H i /L B . Under the assumption that the H i in NGC 2685 comes from this galaxy, an initial ratio of gas mass to B-band luminosity of about 4 M H i /L B before the encounter with NGC 2685 would be required. In this case, because of the position of the galaxy with respect to NGC 2685, UGC 4683 must have donated its gas on an orbit well aligned with the outer gas disk and hence to the inner lenticular stellar body. Also here it is unlikely that the complete gas content of NGC 2685 was deposited by UGC 4683.
The optical observations show a very faint elliptical stellar system located at the SW side of NGC 2685 (see Fig. 1 , upper left panel). It is, however, unclear at which distance this object is with respect to NGC 2685, since it is not detected in H i. There is no evidence for any interaction as no H i feature in the gas belonging to NGC 2685 seems to be connected with the object.
We therefore conclude that the peculiar structure of NGC 2685 is probably not caused by an interaction with its direct neighbours. It is, however, clear that with a lifetime of the helix of more than 2 Gyr a possible donor galaxy that had an encounter with NGC 2685 can now be located at a distance of Megaparsecs. Hence, the lack of possible donors in the field-ofview of our H i observations does not exclude the possibility of a gas accretion from a bypassing galaxy as a possible origin for the peculiar structure of NGC 2685.
Summary and discussion
We analyse deep WSRT HI synthesis observations and deep INT WFC observations in the i ′ band of the Spindle Galaxy NGC 2685. Our analysis includes a tilted-ring parametrisation of the H i disk. Our analysis supports the following hypotheses:
-NGC 2685 possesses two separate components, one being the central S0 stellar body. The other is a coherent large-scale warped disk consisting of gas, stars and dust. The appearance of a two-ringed structure (Shane 1977 (Shane , 1980 Mahon 1992; Schinnerer & Scoville 2002 ) is due to projection effects. This makes scenarios in which the rings, respectively the disk, of NGC 2685 have been acquired in two separate accretion events unlikely. -the large-scale disk shares many properties of a small spiralgalaxy disk of low surface brightness, containing molecular-, neutral-, and ionised gas and stars. The helical dust-lane structure appearing in optical images can be identified with spiral arms that are matched by density peaks in the neutral gas component. The spiral arms also occur on the far side of the galaxy in high resolution H i maps. The H i surface density profile resembles that of any spiral galaxy. -our analysis indicates the presence of a relaxed H i disk at large radii, rotating regularly with a rotational period of 1.3 Gyr (see Table 1 ). The age of the stellar population in the helical structure is between 2 and 5 Gyrs (Peletier & Christodoulou 1993; Eskridge & Pogge 1997; Karataeva et al. 2004 ). Since after an accretion event several rotational periods are necessary for the gas to settle on regular orbits, we conclude that the age of the gas disk is probably significantly larger than 2 Gyr. This is consistent with the findings of Karataeva et al. (2004) . In contrast to Eskridge & Pogge (1997) , they found a metallicity typical for a dIrr or LSB galaxy with the consequence of a higher stellar age (Peletier & Christodoulou 1993) . This suggests that the large-scale disk of NGC 2685, part of which is the helical structure, has not been acquired recently, but is of intermediate age. -The warp in the large-scale disk shares important properties with warps of lower amplitude in spiral galaxies. The disk is divided into two regimes each of which shares a common line-of-nodes (Briggs 1990 ). Hence, the disk is coprecessing (or not precessing) in both regimes. The disk is coherent, hence both regimes are connected by a small transition region. In the transition region the nodal line progresses in the direction of rotation, as was previously found by Briggs (1990) for other galaxies. The outer disk of NGC 2685 is flat out to a radius of about 420 ′′= 31 kpc.
′′ , where we consider our model reliable, the maximal mutual inclination of two spin vectors is ≈ 75
• and no polar orientation w.r.t. to the central bright stellar body is reached. Optical analyses indicate that this also holds for the ionised gas disk at radii ≤ 36 ′′ (Sarzi et al. 2006 ). -Within the scope of our measurements and our analysis, we do not find obvious indications for a large deviation of the potential from sphericity. The absence of global residuals when subtracting the modelled velocity field from the observed ones and the fact that the rotation curve does not show any peculiarities compared to rotation curves of other earlytype galaxies rather indicates that the potential is close to spherical. This is consistent with an estimate of the ellipticity of the potential in the limit of free precession (η = 0.011 ± 0.009), providing an upper limit for the ellipticity. -Because of their low H i mass compared to that of NGC 2685, and the lack of an H i-deficiency, companions of NGC 2685 detected in H i can be excluded as donors to create the entire coherent H i disk. If an interaction with a present companion galaxy created the warped structure of the large-scale disk, the interaction was mainly of tidal nature.
As stated in Sect. 4, cases similar to NGC 2685 are known and the question arises how such a structure can form. The fact that the colours of the inner stellar body and the helical structure differ (Peletier & Christodoulou 1993) leaves little doubt that the inner warp and segregation of two rotating systems is the result of a more recent interaction rather than it has formed at early times.
As it is the case for polar ring galaxies (e.g. Bekki 1997; Bournaud & Combes 2003) , two scenarios come into question. The first is that NGC 2685 is the result of a merger event. Simulations of wet, dissipative mergers of spiral galaxies have shown that indeed extremely warped structures of resulting gas disks as reported here can show up as a result of a merger (Barnes 2002; Naab et al. 2006 , Fig. 2 therein showing a case with a gas structure very similar to that of NGC 2685). Barnes (2002) shows that extended, regular gas disks (containing up to about half of the gas of the progenitor galaxies) can build up after a major merger that would resemble the outer H i disk of NGC 2685, while towards the centre a highly inclined disk turns up, in some cases connected to the outer disk. In contrast to Naab et al. (2006) , Barnes (2002) finds extremely warped gas remnants of a merger to turn up also in the case of unequal (3:1) mass mergers. This is of relevance insofar as simulations (Naab et al. 1999; Naab & Burkert 2003) show that generally equal-mass mergers tend to result in slowly rotating, boxy stellar remnants, while the central stellar body of NGC 2685, despite showing a de Vaucouleurs profile in surface-brightness (Peletier & Christodoulou 1993) , is clearly a fast rotating, flattened system (Emsellem et al. 2004) , as is produced in simulations with preference in unequal-mass mergers.
A second scenario could be that the central warp in NGC 2685 is the result of gas accretion, the gas being acquired either in the course of a tidal interaction with a (now distant, Sect. 9) donor galaxy (Schweizer et al. 1983; Reshetnikov & Sotnikova 1997; Bournaud & Combes 2003) , or through direct infall of cold, primordial gas (Macciò et al. 2006 ). In the latter scenario, the (cold) accreted gas falls onto an inner part of a pre-existing spiral galaxy, is stopped in the gas disk and mixes its angular momentum with the original gas disk only in the region of the resulting warp. Depending on the ratio of angular momentum carried by the infalling material and the disk at differing radii, in this way a warped gas structure might build up. A similar scenario has been successfully simulated by Bournaud & Combes (2003) to explain the co-existence of an inner polar and an outer equatorial ring. The important difference of their model predictions and our simple model for the gas structure in NGC 2685 is that in their simulations a coherent disk and a warp of large amplitude never turns up. This is due to the fact that within their setup the gas on an inclined orbit with respect to the progenitor disk is subject to a torque strong enough to prevent the formation of warped structure with partly low inclination with respect to the equatorial plane. Only gas on highly inclined orbits is stable against differential precession. This situation might change if the torque imposed on the mixture of infalling-and disk material is attenuated by choosing a different setup, e.g. a more dominating spherical DM halo potential. In favour of the accretion scenario could be the excess of H i surface brightness (Fig. 6 ) in the region of the inner warp. The shape of the H i surface-brightness profile is not unusual compared to a spiral galaxy. A concern against the accretion scenario is the light profile of the central stellar body. Peletier & Christodoulou (1993) showed that it follows a de Vaucouleurs-law, while an exponential profile would be expected if the central stellar body would form from a spiral galaxy stripped from the gas in the inner regions. Furthermore, the accretion scenario would require fine-tuning, since the structure of the gas disk of NGC 2685 is highly symmetric. An accretion event would likely also impose linear momentum on the progenitor disk, which would then probably result in a more asymmetric warp and a lopsided kinematics and gas distribution. The task would be to find a scenario where the transfer of linear momentum is small or where the resulting displacement of inner, warped disk and outer disk vanishes quickly (see e.g. Sánchez-Salcedo 2006, on the topic of warp formation through gas infall).
A possibility to distinguish between the two tentative scenarios might be to consider photometric observations. Obviously, a stellar component has formed within the gaseous, warped disk of NGC 2685. In the merging scenario, the gas disk grows from inside out (Barnes 2002) , after a rapid initial transport of gas to the centre. Therefore, it is to be expected that the age of the subsequently formed stars becomes younger towards larger radii. Hence, if at all, a colour gradient towards a bluer population with increasing radius is expected in the merging scenario. In the accretion scenario, since the bulk of the new star forming material should be placed in the centre of the galaxy, a transition in colour from the inner, warped, region, to the outer remnant of the progenitor disk is expected to occur from bluer to redder colours. Considering the colour maps published by Erwin & Sparke (2002) , it is immediatily evident that this distinction cannot be made easily. In fact, the inner helical structure appears reddened with respect to the outer projected ring, but this may well be due to reddening by dust and a mixing of the light from the low-surface-brightness disk and the central stellar body on the line-of-sight. According to our tilted-ring model (Fig. 5) , the material along the projected outer ring is a mixture of material at smaller and larger radii, while on the apparent minor axis it is dominated by material at smaller radii and on the apparent major axis it is dominated by material at larger radii. Thus, one can inspect the projected ring to search for a change in colour along the projected ring. While the colour changes indeed along the projected outer ring, no clear trend can be made out in the colour maps published by Erwin & Sparke (2002) .
We cannot be conclusive about the origin of the structure of NGC 2685. However, due to the facts that the inner stellar body does not follow an exponential light profile, and that warped gas structures do turn up in simulations of wet mergers, we give our preference to the hypothesis that NGC 2685 is the result of a merger of two disk galaxies.
NGC 2685 remains an interesting object, mainly because of the co-existence of two rotating disks of extreme symmetry at differing orientation. Exploiting the kinematics of both the stars of the central lenticular stellar body and the gas disk should lead to further insight in the 3D structure of the galaxy. 19 atoms cm −2 levels and the V sys ± 0, 40, 80, 120, 140 km s −1 levels respectively (see Table 2 ). 
